
technology working alongside nature



EKOPRENA® - MALAYSIA’S GREEN TYRE
MATERIAL FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

EKOPRENA™ is derived from natural rubber, a sustainable, renewable
resource. EKOPRENA™ 25/silica compounds have been developed for use in
vehicle tyres resul-ng in tyres with low rolling resistance and improved wet
grip. Performance characteris-cs of EKOPRENA™ 25 are unique and
unrivalled by any one synthe-c rubber.

With growing concerns about climate change
and the cost and long term
availability of oil supplies,
there is increasing pressure
for materials and products
to be derived from
renewable resources, as
well as for energy
consump-on and the
carbon footprint over
the life-me of a product
to be minimised.

Most major tyre companies
now have formal policies and programmes,
regarding the environment. Responding to the
desire for ‘green’ tyres, most also have
programmes where they are developing tyres
containing renewable elements, such as fillers,
oils and fibres.

EKOPRENA® 25
from Malaysia is
already being
used
successfully in
the tyre
industry, in

Enasave passenger tyres from the Japanese company Sumitomo
Rubber Industry (SRI), as part of a programme to reduce the use
of petroleum-base resources. Sumitomo’s Enasave 97 has a 97
percent non-petroleum based content achieved largely through
the use of silica-filled EKOPRENA® in the tyre tread, sidewall and
inner liner compounds. In a survey in 2010 the Enasave 97 tyre was
the highest rated tyre overall for wet grip and fuel economy under
Japan’s tyre labelling scheme. The company is con-nuing to extend the
Enasave range of car tyres, announcing at the Tokyo Motor Show in December 2011, a tyre that
is 100% derived from non-petroleum resources.

EKOPRENA®

For
the tyre industry,

replacing the synthetic
rubbers in their
compounds with

EKOPRENA™ is the
smart solution leading to

a greener and safer
future.



EPOXIDISED NATURAL RUBBER: DEVELOPED
AT TARRC, MANUFACTURED IN MALAYSIA

EKOPRENA® is an established class of speciality rubber obtained by
epoxida-on of natural rubber latex. EKOPRENA® is derived from natural

rubber, a sustainable, renewable and a non-petroleum derived
resource that has a low carbon footprint compared with synthe-c

rubbers.

EKOPRENA® was first developed by scien-sts at the Tun Abdul
Razak Research Centre (TARRC) in the UK, part of the
Malaysian Rubber Board, in the 1970s. In the 1980s, TARRC
demonstrated that epoxidised natural rubber, when reinforced
with silica, provided excep-onally good rolling resistance and

wet grip, making it suitable for use in tyre treads. However, at
that -me, the economic and environmental climate were not

favourable for commercial uptake of ENR by the tyre companies.

The situa-on has now changed and for several years TARRC has been
working on further development of ENR tyre compounds for commercial

vehicle and passenger tyres.

Two grades of EKOPRENA® are produced commercially in
Malaysia: EKOPRENA® 25 and EKOPRENA® 50 (containing
25 and 50 mole % epoxide, respec-vely). These two grades
cover the range of proper-es desirable for most of the
expected applica-ons for ENR. EKOPRENA® 25 is used in
tyre applica-ons.

EKOPRENA® is produced from NR latex using hydrogen
peroxide in a patented process. The by-products from the
process are minimal and non-toxic and can be discharged
and treated as normal effluent from the rubber industry.
EKOPRENA® comes as polythene-wrapped 33 1/3 kg bales.

EKOPRENA®

From November
2012, all new tyres in the

EU will be required to carry
labelling grading their wet grip,

rolling resistance performance and
noise generation level. Similar
legislation will be brought in by
the US and will be adopted by

more countries worldwide
in due course.

EKOPRENA® bales ready for delivery



TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT WORK AT TARRC
TARRC technologists have developed passenger and commercial vehicle tyre compounds based on
silica-filled EKOPRENA® and have gained a thorough understanding of the mixing, processing,
vulcanisa-on and physical behaviour of these compounds.

Uniquely among the ‘tyre’ rubbers, EKOPRENA® interacts with silica filler without the need for
addi-onal coupling agents and the prolonged, carefully controlled mix cycle that this requires. Shorter
mix cycles lead to lower costs.

For passenger tyres, a new cure system has been developed and a patent applica-on is in progress.

A new technique has been developed by TARRC scien-sts for
measuring microdispersion, considered an important
characteris-c by tyre companies and filler suppliers, as it has
been associated with key tyre proper-es, especially wear.

A new mixing procedure has also been developed for large
scale mixing that results in improved compounds with
superior extrusion performance and be.er tack, important
proper-es in tyre building.

TARRC has carried out accelerated trailer wear trials on the
highway for both passenger and truck EKOPRENA®<based
tyres. Trials of EKOPRENA® tyres on commercial vehicles, in
service in the UK, will commence shortly where tyre wear
will be monitored over a period of months as the vehicle
performs its normal du-es.

Before

EKOPRENA®

EKOPRENA® tyres undergoing wet skid tes-ng

EKOPRENA® tyres awai-ng tes-ng

A�er

Improvements in mixing procedures give be.er
building tack and extrusion performance
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FUTURE PRODUCTION OF EKOPRENA®

Two Malaysian companies, FELDA Rubber Industries Sdn Bhd (FRISB) and MARDEC Berhad, were
selected for the technology transfer and commercialisa-on of EKOPRENA®.

Un-l recently the Malaysian Rubber Board produced the material at a pilot plant in Sungai Buloh,
Malaysia, with a maximum capacity of up to 500 tonnes/year.

The commercialisa-on process will facilitate produc-on of EKOPRENA® with an ini-al capacity of
12,000 tonnes per year, up to a target capacity of 300,000 tonnes per year by 2020.

As produc-on volumes rise, the price of EKOPRENA®-based tyre compounds
could be comparable with current synthe-c-based compounds, with the

added benefit of improved performance and be.er environmental
creden-als.

On the basis of forecasts of demand for hybrid and electric vehicles,
and demand for low rolling resistance tyres, it has been es-mated
that consump-on of Ekoprena® in passenger car tyres could reach
over 100,000 tonnes per year by 2020 rising to a poten-al market of
more than a million tonnes in the next decade.

For commercial vehicle tyres, the need for a new material such as
EKOPRENA® could be even more important to enable tyre manufactures

to meet new legisla-ve requirements requiring improved fuel economy.
The poten-al market for EKOPRENA® in commercial vehicle tyres could be

even greater than in passenger tyres. In-service trials to evaluate the performance
of silica reinforced EKOPRENA® tyres on commercial vehicles will form a vital part in iden-fying the
market poten-al for EKOPRENA® in this sector.

For
commercial

vehicle tyres, a new
material such as

EKOPRENA™ will enable
tyre manufacturers to meet
new legislative requirements

requiring improved wet
grip and fuel

economy.

Hybrid vehicles and
EKOPRENA® tyres -
the ‘green’ future of
personal transport
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